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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of mes-
saging and more particularly to interworking between dif-
ferent telecommunication technologies.

Background

[0002] Telecommunications technologies have
evolved dramatically in the course of the last decade,
seeing analog transmission technologies, digital trans-
mission technologies and more recently Internet Protocol
(IP) based packet transmission technologies.
[0003] During the past years, the interest in using mo-
bile telecommunications devices in day-to-day activities
has increased. Traditionally, desktop computers, work-
stations, and other wireline computers allowed users to
communicate, for example, via e-mail, instant messaging
(IM) and chat. Nowadays, mobile devices, for example,
mobile telephones, smartphones, handheld computers,
personal digital assistants (PDAs) etc., also allow the us-
ers to communicate via e-mail, IM, chat and the like.
[0004] Mobile communications devices have evolved
and are still evolving with the different transmission tech-
nologies that are being introduced. IP Multimedia Sub-
systems (IMS) is an IP based transmission technology
that is currently being introduced into several markets.
The introduction of the IMS technology does not go with-
out difficulties. The hardware and communication proto-
cols, for instance, differ from those of older technologies.
This causes problems for interworking between the old
and new technologies.
[0005] One of the problems concerns Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) sessions interworking of Open Mobile Al-
liance (OMA) Converged IP Messaging (CPM) and Short
Message Service (SMS) (CPM-SMS), for allowing SMS
user to be invited to participate in chat sessions.
[0006] ERICSSON ET AL: "CPM-SMS Interworking
Chat Scenario", 3GPP DRAFT; S2-095404_CPM-SMS-
IW-CHAT FLOW, 3RD GENERATION PARTNERSHIP
PROJECT (3GPP), MOBILE COMPETENCE CENTRE;
650, ROUTE DES LUCIOLES; F-06921 SOPHIA-
ANTIPOLIS CEDEX, FRANCE, no. Kyoto; 20090904, 31
August 2009, discloses interworking between CPM and
SMS. Specifically, a IP-SM-GW receives a chat session
invitation originating from a CPM capable UE. The IP-
SM-GW acknowledges the invitation to the CPM capable
UE. When receiving message data within a chat session
from the CPM capable UE, the IP-SM-GW formats the
message data into an SMS message and forwards the
formatted SMS message towards an SMS Service Cen-
tre.
[0007] Further prior art can be found in US
2008/114881 A1 and WO 2008/060085 A1.

Summary

[0008] It is therefore a general object of this invention
to provide a method and an improved network node for
overcoming at least some interworking problems.
[0009] The present disclosure inter alia provides meth-
ods for using an interworking service between CPM and
SMS according to claims 1 and 2, respectively. Further,
arrangements according to claims 13 and 14 for perform-
ing these methods are disclosed. Moreover, a system
according to claim 15 comprising these arrangements is
disclosed.
[0010] According to an aspect, a method for providing
an interworking service between Converged IP Messag-
ing (CPM) and Short Message Service (SMS) is provid-
ed. The method comprises the steps of receiving a chat
session invitation, in a Internet Protocol Short Message
Gateway (IP-SM-GW), the chat session invitation origi-
nating from a CPM User Equipment (UE) and being sent
toward an SMS enabled UE. The method comprises the
step of assigning an identifier to the chat session in the
IP-SM-GW and of sending an invitation acknowledge-
ment from the IP-SM-GW to the CPM UE. The method
also comprises the step of receiving a message contain-
ing data, within the chat session, in the IP-SM-GW, from
the CPM UE, the message containing data being sent to
the SMS enabled UE. The method further comprises the
step of formatting the message containing data into an
SMS message, wherein the identifier assigned to the chat
session is inserted as a sender of the SMS message to
ensure that an SMS response is sent back to the IP-SM-
GW and the step of forwarding the formatted SMS mes-
sage to the SMS enabled UE.
[0011] According to another aspect, a Internet Protocol
Short Message Gateway (IP-SM-GW) for providing an
interworking service between Converged IP Messaging
(CPM) and Short Message Service (SMS) is provided.
The IP-SM-GW comprises a receiving interface for re-
ceiving a chat session invitation, the chat session invita-
tion originating from a CPM User Equipment (UE) and
being sent toward an SMS enabled UE. The receiving
interface is further for receiving a message containing
data, within the chat session, from the CPM UE, the mes-
sage containing data being sent to the SMS enabled UE.
The IP-SM-GW further comprises a processor for assign-
ing an identifier to the chat session and for formatting the
message containing data into an SMS message, wherein
the identifier assigned to the chat session is inserted as
a sender of the SMS message to ensure that an SMS
response is sent back to the IP-SM-GW. The IP-SM-GW
also comprises a sending interface for sending an invi-
tation acknowledgement from the IP-SM-GW to the CPM
UE and for forwarding the formatted SMS message to
the SMS enabled UE.
[0012] According to another aspect a method for pro-
viding an interworking service between a Converged IP
Messaging (CPM) and a Message Service is provided.
The method comprises the steps of receiving a chat ses-
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sion invitation, in a gateway, the chat session invitation
originating from a CPM User Equipment (UE) and being
sent toward an other UE, assigning an identifier to the
chat session, in the gateway, sending an invitation ac-
knowledgement from the gateway to the CPM UE, within
the chat session, receiving a message containing data,
in the gateway, from the CPM UE, the message contain-
ing data being sent to the other UE, formatting the mes-
sage containing data, wherein the identifier assigned to
the chat session is inserted as a sender of the message
containing data to ensure that a response is sent back
to the gateway, and forwarding the formatted message
to the other UE.
[0013] According to another aspect a method for Serv-
ice-level Interworking where a Converged IP Messaging
(CPM) User Equipment (UE) sends a Chat session invi-
tation to a Short Message Service (SMS) user is provid-
ed. The method comprises the following steps. The CPM
UE registers to a Serving Call Session Control Function
(S-CSCF) according to an IMS registration procedure.
The CPM UE sends a session invitation request for a
chat session to the S-CSCF, using an appropriate Ses-
sion Initiation Protocol (SIP) method. The S-CSCF for-
wards the session invitation to an Internet Protocol Short
Message Gateway (IP-SM-GW) based on stored initial
Filter Criteria (iFC). The IP-SM-GW performs service au-
thorization based on stored subscriber data retrieved
from a Home Location Register (HLR) or a Home Sub-
scriber Server (HSS) at the time of the registration pro-
cedure and the IP-SM-GW checks whether a originating
subscriber of the CPM UE is authorized to use the Serv-
ice-level Interworking service. If the originating subscrib-
er of the CPM UE is authorized to use the Service-level
Interworking service, the IP-SM-GW acknowledges the
session invitation. A session invitation acknowledgement
is forwarded by the S-CSCF to the CPM UE, the origi-
nating subscriber of the CPM UE sends a message within
the chat session containing data to the SMS user, the
IP-SM-GW transforms the message into a Short Mes-
sage and sends it towards the SMS user.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0014] The objects and advantages of the invention
will be understood by reading the detailed description in
conjunction with the figures, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a traffic flow according to an exemplary em-
bodiment of the method of the invention;

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a IP-SM-GW accord-
ing to the invention;

Fig. 3 is a flowchart of a method according to the in-
vention; and

Fig. 4 is another flowchart of yet another method ac-
cording to the invention.

Detailed Description

[0015] The various features of the invention will now
be described with reference to the figures. These various
aspects are described hereafter in greater detail in con-
nection with an exemplary embodiment and example to
facilitate an understanding of the invention, but should
not be construed as limited to this embodiment. Rather,
this embodiment is provided so that the disclosure will
be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope
of the invention to those skilled in the art.
[0016] The embodiment according to the present in-
vention is described with reference to block diagrams
and/or operational illustrations of methods, servers, and
computer program products. It is to be understood that
each block of the block diagrams and/or operational il-
lustrations, and combinations of blocks in the block dia-
grams and/or operational illustrations, can be implement-
ed by radio frequency, analog and/or digital hardware,
and/or computer program instructions. Thus, the various
aspects of the invention may be embodied in many dif-
ferent forms, and all such forms are contemplated to be
within the scope of the invention. The computer program
instructions may be provided to a processor circuit of a
general purpose computer, special purpose computer,
ASIC, and/or other programmable data processing ap-
paratus, such that the instructions, which execute via the
processor of the computer and/or other programmable
data processing apparatus, create means for implement-
ing the functions/acts specified in the block diagrams
and/or operational block or blocks. In some alternate im-
plementations, the functions/acts noted in the blocks or
flows may occur out of the order noted in the operational
illustrations. For example, two blocks or steps shown in
succession may in fact be executed substantially con-
currently or may sometimes be executed in the reverse
order, depending upon the functionality/acts involved.
[0017] As stated previously, interworking between the
old and new technologies causes some problems. One
of the problems addressed by the present invention con-
cerns Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) sessions inter-
working of Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) Converged IP
Messaging (CPM) and Short Message Service (SMS)
(CPM-SMS), for allowing an SMS user to be invited to
participate in chat sessions with IMS users.
[0018] A problem occurs, for instance, with the estab-
lishment of a one to one chat session or with the estab-
lishment of a group chat session involving at least one
IMS user and at least one SMS user. For example, if
more than one IP-SM-GW is deployed in the IMS net-
work, there is currently no way to be sure that an SMS
will be routed to the IP-SM-GW that is acting as the SIP
endpoint for the IMS user.
[0019] In order for the SMS network to find the specific
IP-SM-GW that is acting as an endpoint for a particular
one to one chat session or group chat session, the IP-
SM-GW that is acting as the SIP endpoint for the IMS
user may assign a unique identifier to the chat session
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and provide this identifier to the SMS user preferably as
the sender of the SMS message. The unique identifier
identifies the session as well as the IP-SM-GW handling
the chat session and allows reply SMS messages to be
routed to the proper IP-SM-GW. The unique identifier
also allows the IP-SM-GW to correlate the received mes-
sage to an ongoing session.
[0020] According to an aspect of the invention, a meth-
od for providing an interworking service between Con-
verged IP Messaging (CPM) and Short Message Service
(SMS) is provided. Referring to figure 1, the method com-
prises the steps of receiving a chat session invitation
steps 1 and 2, in a Internet Protocol Short Message Gate-
way (IP-SM-GW) 30. The chat session invitation origi-
nates from a CPM User Equipment (UE) 34, and is sent
to an SMS enabled UE 20. The method comprises the
step of assigning an identifier to the chat session in the
IP-SM-GW 30 and of sending an invitation acknowledge-
ment from the IP-SM-GW 30 to the CPM UE 34, steps
10 and 11. The method also comprises the step of re-
ceiving a message containing data, step 12, within the
chat session, in the IP-SM-GW 30, from the CPM UE 34,
the message containing data being sent to the SMS en-
abled UE 20. The method further comprises the step of
formatting the message into an SMS message, wherein
the identifier assigned to the chat session is inserted as
a sender of the SMS message to ensure that an SMS
response is sent back to the IP-SM-GW 30. The method
also comprises the step 13 of forwarding the formatted
SMS message to the SMS enabled UE 20.
[0021] The method may further comprise the steps of
receiving the SMS response to the message containing
data, from the SMS enabled UE 20, in the IP-SM-GW
30, of formatting the SMS response into a response in a
CPM format, and of forwarding the response in the CPM
format to the CPM UE 34.
[0022] The method may also further comprise before
the step of sending the invitation acknowledgement to
the CPM UE 34, the steps of converting the chat session
invitation to a SMS invitation message, of obtaining rout-
ing information, step 4, for the SMS enabled UE 20, from
a Home Location Register (HLR) or a Home Subscriber
Server (HSS) 28, of sending the SMS invitation message,
steps 5 and 6, to the SMS enabled UE 20 and of receiving
a SMS response, step 7, from the SMS enabled UE 20
indicating a response to the chat session invitation.
[0023] The method may further comprise after the
steps of receiving a chat session initiation and of per-
forming service authorization by checking whether the
CPM UE 34 is authorized to use the interworking service,
step 3.
[0024] Preferably, the IP-SM-GW 30 receives the chat
session invitation, step 2, from a Serving Call Session
Control Function (S-CSCF) 32, and the S-CSCF 32 for-
wards the chat session invitation, steps 1 and 2, from the
CPM UE 34 to the IP-SM-GW 30 based on initial Filter
Criteria (iFC) Stored in the S-CSCF.
[0025] The chat session invitation may contain a pri-

vacy header with a value such as: "header", "user" or
"ID". If so, the IP-SM-GW 30 anonymizes the identity of
the sender in all messages sent from the IP-SM-GW 30
to the SMS enabled UE 20. The identifier (of the chat
session) may be the Mobile Station International Sub-
scriber Directory Number MSISDN of the CPM UE 34.
The identifier may also be a Mobile Station International
Subscriber Directory Number MSISDN assigned by the
IP-SM-GW 30. In this case, the MSISDN may be selected
from a database of reusable MSISDNs, available to the
IP-SM-GW. The SMS enabled UE 20, described before,
may in fact be comprised of multiple UEs 20 and in this
case the chat session may be a group chat session. In
a group chat session constituted of multiple UEs, other
UEs may be using SMS, email, CPM or other means to
participate in the chat. In the case of a group chat session,
the identifier is preferably a Mobile Station International
Subscriber Directory Number MSISDN assigned by the
IP-SM-GW. Furthermore, the SMS enabled UE 20 may
be a CPM UE which has its preferences set to receive
incoming chats as SMS.
[0026] According to yet another aspect of the present
invention, a method for interworking between CPM and
SMS is provided. The method comprises the steps of
intercepting a chat session invitation sent from a CPM
user to an SMS user, in an IP-SM-GW, and of formatting
the session invitation into an SMS message wherein an
identifier associated with the session, for routing a re-
sponse back from the SMS user to the IP-SM-GW direct-
ly, is inserted as the sender of the SMS message. The
method further comprises the step of intercepting a mes-
sage sent from the CPM user to the SMS user, in the IP-
SM-GW, and formatting the message into an SMS mes-
sage wherein the identifier, such as a phone number,
short code or any other suitable identifier associated with
the session such as an MSISDN, for routing a response
back from the SMS user to the IP-SM-GW directly, is
inserted as the sender of the SMS message. The method
further comprises the steps of forwarding the SMS mes-
sage to the SMS user, receiving an SMS response sent
from the SMS user and formatting the SMS response
into a response in the CPM format and forwarding the
response in the CPM format to the IMS user.
[0027] A person skilled in the art would readily under-
stand that the steps of the methods presented previously
may be executed in modified order, that some steps may
be repeated many times and that during a chat, a same
user may send many consecutive messages without re-
ceiving any response between each of his messages.
[0028] Referring now to figures 1 and 2, according to
another aspect of the invention, a Internet Protocol Short
Message Gateway (IP-SM-GW) 30 for providing an in-
terworking service between Converged IP Messaging
(CPM) and Short Message Service (SMS) is provided.
The IP-SM-GW comprises a receiving interface 40 for
receiving a chat session invitation, the chat session invi-
tation originates from a CPM User Equipment (UE), the
chat session invitation being sent to an SMS enabled UE.
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The receiving interface is further for receiving a message
containing data, within the chat session, from the CPM
UE, the message containing data being sent to the SMS
enabled UE. The IP-SM-GW 30 further comprises a proc-
essor 44 for assigning an identifier to the chat session
and for formatting the message into an SMS message,
wherein the identifier assigned to the chat session is in-
serted as a sender of the SMS message to ensure that
an SMS response is sent back to the IP-SM-GW 30. The
IP-SM-GW 30 also comprises a sending interface 42 for
sending an invitation acknowledgement from the IP-SM-
GW 30 to the CPM UE and for forwarding the formatted
SMS message to the SMS enabled UE 20.
[0029] The receiving interface 40 of the IP-SM-GW 30
is further for receiving the SMS response from the SMS
enabled UE 20, the processor 44 is further for formatting
the SMS response into a response in a CPM format and
the sending interface 42 is further for forwarding the re-
sponse in the CPM format to the CPM UE 34.
[0030] The processor 44 of the IP-SM-GW 30 is further
for converting the chat session invitation to a SMS invi-
tation message. The receiving interface 40 is further for
obtaining routing information for the SMS enabled UE
20, from a Home Location Register (HLR) or a Home
Subscriber Server (HSS) 28 and for receiving a SMS
response from the SMS enabled UE 20 indicating a re-
sponse to the chat session invitation. The sending inter-
face 42 is further for sending the SMS invitation message
to the SMS enabled UE 20.
[0031] The processor 44 is further for performing serv-
ice authorization by checking whether the CPM UE 34 is
authorized to use the interworking service. The IP-SM-
GW 30 is in communication with a Serving Call Session
Control Function (S-CSCF) 32. The IP-SM-GW 30 re-
ceives the chat session invitation from the S-CSCF 32
and the S-CSCF forwards the chat session invitation from
the CPM UE 34 to the IP-SM-GW 30 based on initial Filter
Criteria (iFC) stored in the S-CSCF.
[0032] According to yet another aspect of the invention
an improved IP-SM-GW is provided. The IP-SM-GW
comprises means for intercepting a chat session invita-
tion sent from a CPM user to an SMS user, and for for-
matting the session invitation into an SMS message
wherein an identifier associated with the session, for rout-
ing a response back from the SMS user to the IP-SM-
GW directly, is inserted as the sender of the SMS mes-
sage. The means for intercepting may be any input, an
I/O or a connection means known to a person skilled in
the art. In the case of an IMS node, this means may be
a receptor able to communicate via the SIP protocol, for
example, or any equivalent. The means for establishing
a session between the CPM and the SMS user in the IP-
SM-GW may take the form of a processor executing soft-
ware or any hardware logic capable of establishing the
session.
[0033] The IP-SM-GW further comprises means for in-
tercepting a message sent from the CPM user to the SMS
user, in the IP-SM-GW, and for formatting the message

into a SMS message wherein the identifier such as a
phone number, a short code or any other suitable iden-
tifier associated with the session, for routing a response
back from the SMS user to the IP-SM-GW directly, is
inserted as a sender of the SMS message. The means
for intercepting may be similar to means described pre-
viously. The means for formatting may again be a proc-
essor executing software or any other kind of suitable
hardware.
[0034] The IP-SM-GW further comprises means for
forwarding the SMS message to the SMS user, which
can be in the form of a transmitter able to communicate
via the SIP protocol, for example. The IP-MS-GW further
comprises means for receiving an SMS response sent
from the SMS user and for formatting the SMS response
into a response in the CPM format. Those means may
be a receptor and a processor executing software or any
other kind of suitable hardware. The IP-SM-GW further
comprises means for forwarding the response in the CPM
format to the IMS user, the means for forwarding may be
a transmitter as described before or any other equivalent.
[0035] Referring to figure 3, according to yet another
aspect of the invention, a method for providing an inter-
working service between Converged IP Messaging
(CPM) and a Message Service is provided. The method
comprises the step of receiving, step 200, a chat session
invitation, in a gateway, the chat session invitation orig-
inates from a CPM User Equipment (UE) and is sent to-
ward an other UE. The method comprises the steps of
assigning, step 210, an identifier to the chat session in
the gateway, sending, step 220, an invitation acknowl-
edgement from the gateway to the CPM UE, within the
chat session. The method further comprises the steps of
receiving, step 230, a message containing data, in the
gateway, from the CPM UE, the message containing data
being sent to the other UE, formatting, step 240, the mes-
sage, wherein the identifier assigned to the chat session
is inserted as a sender of the message to ensure that a
response is sent back to the gateway and forwarding,
step 250, the formatted message to the other UE. As it
would be apparent to one skilled in the art, the other UE
may be a Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) enabled
UE and the message may be an MMS message.
[0036] Referring to figure 4, according to yet another
aspect of the invention a method for Service-level Inter-
working where a Converged IP Messaging (CPM) User
Equipment (UE) sends a chat session invitation to a Short
Message Service (SMS) user is provided. The method
comprises the following steps. At step 300, the CPM UE
registers to a Serving Call Session Control Function (S-
CSCF) according to an IMS registration procedure. At
step 310, the CPM UE sends a session invitation request
for a chat session to the S-CSCF, using an appropriate
SIP method. At step 320, the S-CSCF forwards the ses-
sion invitation to an Internet Protocol Short Message
Gateway (IP-SM-GW) based on stored initial Filter Cri-
teria (iFC). At step 330, the IP-SM-GW performs service
authorization based on stored subscriber data retrieved
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from a Home Location Register (HLR) or a Home Sub-
scriber Server (HSS) at the time of the registration pro-
cedure and the IP-SM-GW checks whether a originating
subscriber of the CPM UE is authorized to use the Serv-
ice-level Interworking service. At step 340, if the originat-
ing subscriber of the CPM UE is authorized to use the
Service-level Interworking service, the IP-SM-GW ac-
knowledges the session invitation. At step 350, a session
invitation acknowledgement is forwarded by the S-CSCF
to the CPM UE. At step 360, a user of the CPM UE sends
a message within the chat session, the message con-
taining data, to the SMS user. At step 370, the IP-SM-
GW transforms the message into a short message and
sends the short message towards the SMS user.
[0037] A traffic flow according to an exemplary embod-
iment of the method of the invention is shown in figure
1. Each step of the embodiment illustrated in this figure
will now be described in more details. At step 1, the CPM
User Equipment (UE) 34 sends a session invitation re-
quest for a Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP)
session to a CPM user 20 in another IMS domain or in
the same IMS domain, using the appropriate SIP method.
The UE 34 may request to hide its Public User Identity
from the recipient within the session invitation. The orig-
inating Serving Call Session Control Function (S-CSCF)
32, not shown, resolves the destination domain and
routes the session invitation towards the S-CSCF 32 in
the terminating network, the "terminating S-CSCF".
[0038] At step 2, the terminating S-CSCF 32 forwards
the session invitation to the IP-SM-GW 30 based on
stored initial Filter Criteria (iFC) held in the S-CSCF 32.
[0039] At step 3, the authorization to continue is
checked in the IP-SM-GW 30. If the sender of the session
invitation asks to hide its Public User Identity from the
recipient and the operator policy allows for this, the IP-
SM-GW 30 may render anonymous the identity of the
user in all messages he sends to the recipient. Otherwise,
if operator policy prohibits anonymity, the IP-SM-GW 30
may return an appropriate error to the user.
[0040] The steps 4 to 9 may be executed optionally, if
the operator policy is to check back with the SMS user
20 before accepting the invitation on behalf of the SMS
user 20. Otherwise, the process may continue with step
10, as if the SMS user 20 had responded in a positive
manner.
[0041] At step 4, the IP-SM-GW 30 performs service-
level interworking by converting the session invitation re-
quest to a Short Message. The IP-SM-GW 30 obtains
the routing information for the destination UE 20 from the
Home Location Register (HLR) or Home Subscriber
Server (HSS) 28.
[0042] At step 5, the IP-SM-GW 30 sends a Forward
Short Message message to the target Mobile Switching
Center (MSC) 26. The IP-SM-GW 30 inserts an identifier
or address representing the chat session to ensure that
the reply to this SMS is sent back to it. The identity of the
original sender, i.e. the CPM user 34 or group, is included
as part of the operator provided invitation text.

[0043] At step 6, the MSC 26 sends the Short Message
to the SMS user 20.
[0044] At step 7, a SMS message is received from the
SMS user 20 by the Short Message Service Gateway
Mobile Switching Center (SMS-GMSC) 24, indicating the
acceptance of the chat session. The identifier or address
assigned by the IP-SM-GW 30 is thereafter used by the
SMS user 20 to send chat messages to the CPM user 34.
[0045] At step 8a, the SMS-GMSC 24 interrogates the
HSS 28 to retrieve routing information. Based on the iden-
tifier previously inserted by the IP-SM-GW 30, the HSS
28 forwards the request to the corresponding IP-SM-GW
30.
[0046] At step 8b, the HLR or HSS 28 returns the In-
ternational Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) and the
identifier or address of the IP-SM-GW 30.
[0047] At step 8c, the IP-SM-GW 30 creates a Mobile
Terminating Correlation Identifier (MT Correlation ID),
which is a service element used only when the Home
Public Land Mobile Network (HPLMN) of the receiving
UE is using an SMS Router. It is used to correlate a For-
ward SM operation to a previous Info Retrieval operation
(as defined in the document TS 23.040: 3rd Generation
Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Core
Network and Terminals; Technical realization of the Short
Message Service (SMS)) which associates the Routing
Info retrieval with the subsequent Forward Short Mes-
sage messages(s), and which stores this along with the
IMSI of the receiving subscriber. The IP-SM-GW 30 re-
turns to the SMS-GMSC 24 its own address, along with
the MT Correlation ID in the IMSI field, as routing infor-
mation.
[0048] At step 9, the SMS-GMSC 24 delivers the Short
Message to the IP-SM-GW 30 in the same manner that
it delivers the Short Message to an MSC or Serving Gen-
eral Packet Radio Service (GPRS) Support Node (SG-
SN), including the MT Correlation ID received from the
IP-SM-GW 30, in place of the IMSI.
[0049] At step 10, if the answer is positive, the IP-SM-
GW 30 acknowledges the session invitation. Otherwise
the IP-SM-GW 30 sends back an error response.
[0050] At step 11, the session invitation acknowledge-
ment is forwarded by the S-CSCF 32 to the UE 34.
[0051] The steps 12 to 14 may be executed only if an
SMS with a positive answer is received to the session
invitation from the SMS user 20 or if the operator policy
indicates that the session is accepted without SMS user
interaction. In a case where a negative response to the
invitation is received or if no response from the SMS user
20 is received within an operator defined time, the IP-
SM-GW 30 may send a negative response to the chat
invitation.
[0052] At step 12, the CPM user 34 sends a message
containing data to the recipient SMS user 20.
[0053] At step 13, the IP-SM-GW 30 transforms the
received message into an SMS message and sends a
Short Message (SMS-DELIVER) towards MSC Address
as described in TS 23.040. The IP-SM-GW 30 inserts
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the identifier or address representing the chat session
as the sender of the message, to ensure that the reply
to this SMS is sent back to it. Every message for this chat
session sent from the SMS user may be sent to this iden-
tifier or address, provided by the IP-SM-GW 30.
[0054] At step 14, the MSC 26 forwards the Short Mes-
sage (SMS-DELIVER) to the SMS-User 20, as described
in TS 23.040.
[0055] The proposed solution allows an SMS user 20
to participate in a one to one chat or in a group chat where
at least one of the other parties is part of an IMS network.
In the one to one case, the SMS user 20 may know that
a SMS sent to the unique one to one chat number will be
part of a chat session, whereas a SMS sent directly to
the recipient’s Mobile Station International Subscriber Di-
rectory Number (MSISDN) may arrive outside the chat
session. Therefore, the SMS user 20 may still be able to
send SMS outside the chat session, even to the same
user with which he is currently chatting.
[0056] The invention has been described with refer-
ence to a particular embodiment. However, it will be read-
ily apparent to those skilled in the art that it is possible
to embody the invention in specific forms other than those
of the embodiment described above. The described em-
bodiment is merely illustrative and should not be consid-
ered restrictive in any way.
[0057] The present disclosure also comprises the fol-
lowing examples:

1. A method for providing an interworking service
between Converged IP Messaging (CPM) and Short
Message Service (SMS), comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a chat session invitation, in a Inter-
net Protocol Short Message Gateway (IP-SM-
GW), said chat session invitation originating
from a CPM User Equipment (UE) and being
sent toward an SMS enabled UE;
b) assigning an identifier to the chat session in
the IP-SM-GW;
c) sending an invitation acknowledgement from
the IP-SM-GW to the CPM UE;
d) within the chat session, receiving a message
containing data, in the IP-SM-GW, from the CPM
UE, the message containing data being sent to
the SMS enabled UE;
e) formatting the message containing data into
an SMS message, wherein the identifier as-
signed to the chat session is inserted as a sender
of the SMS message to ensure that an SMS re-
sponse is sent back to the IP-SM-GW; and
f) forwarding the formatted SMS message to the
SMS enabled UE.

2. The method of example 1, further comprising the
steps of:

g) receiving the SMS response from the SMS

enabled UE, in the IP-SM-GW;
h) formatting the SMS response into a response
in a CPM format; and
i) forwarding the response in the CPM format to
the CPM UE.

3. The method of example 1 further comprising, after
step b), the steps of:

b1) converting the chat session invitation into a
SMS invitation message;
b2) obtaining routing information for the SMS
enabled UE, from a Home Location Register
(HLR) or a Home Subscriber Server (HSS);
b3) sending the SMS invitation message to the
SMS enabled UE; and
b4) receiving a SMS response from the SMS
enabled UE indicating a response to the chat
session invitation.

4. The method of example 1 further comprising, after
step b), the step of performing service authorization
by checking whether the CPM UE is authorized to
use the interworking service.

5. The method of example 1, wherein, in step a), the
IP-SM-GW receives the chat session invitation from
a Serving Call Session Control Function (S-CSCF),
and wherein the S-CSCF forwards the chat session
invitation from the CPM UE to the IP-SM-GW based
on initial Filter Criteria (iFC) stored in the S-CSCF.

6. The method of example 1, wherein if the chat ses-
sion invitation contains a privacy header with "head-
er" or "user" or "ID", the IP-SM-GW anonymizes the
identity of the sender in all messages sent from the
IP-SM-GW to the SMS enabled UE.

7. The method of example 1, wherein the identifier
is a Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory
Number MSISDN of the CPM UE.

8. The method of example 1, wherein the identifier
is a Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory
Number MSISDN assigned by the IP-SM-GW.

9. The method of example 8, wherein the MSISDN
is assigned from a database of reusable MSISDNs.

10. The method of example 1, wherein the SMS en-
abled UE is a CPM UE which has its preferences set
to receive incoming chats as SMS.

11. A Internet Protocol Short Message Gateway (IP-
SM-GW) for providing an interworking service be-
tween Converged IP Messaging (CPM) and Short
Message Service (SMS), comprising:
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- a receiving interface for receiving a chat session
invitation, said chat session invitation originating
from a CPM User Equipment (UE) and being
sent toward an SMS enabled UE, and for receiv-
ing a message containing data, within the chat
session, from the CPM UE, the message con-
taining data being sent to the SMS enabled UE;

- a processor for assigning an identifier to the chat
session and for formatting the message contain-
ing data into an SMS message, wherein the
identifier assigned to the chat session is inserted
as a sender of the SMS message to ensure that
an SMS response is sent back to the IP-SM-
GW; and

- a sending interface for sending an invitation ac-
knowledgement from the IP-SM-GW to the CPM
UE and for forwarding the formatted SMS mes-
sage to the SMS enabled UE.

12. The IP-SM-GW of example 11, wherein the re-
ceiving interface is further for receiving the SMS re-
sponse from the SMS enabled UE, wherein the proc-
essor is further for formatting the SMS response into
a response in a CPM format; and wherein the send-
ing interface is further for forwarding the response
in the CPM format to the CPM UE.

13. The IP-SM-GW of example 11, wherein the proc-
essor is further for converting the chat session invi-
tation to a SMS invitation message, wherein the re-
ceiving interface is further for obtaining routing infor-
mation for the SMS enabled UE, from a Home Lo-
cation Register (HLR) or a Home Subscriber Server
(HSS) and for receiving a SMS response from the
SMS enabled UE indicating a response to the chat
session invitation and wherein the sending interface
is further for sending the SMS invitation message to
the SMS enabled UE.

14. The IP-SM-GW of example 11, wherein the proc-
essor is further for performing service authorization
by checking whether the CPM UE is authorized to
use the interworking service.

15. The IP-SM-GW of example 11, wherein the IP-
SM-GW is in communication with a Serving Call Ses-
sion Control Function (S-CSCF), wherein the IP-SM-
GW receives the chat session invitation from the S-
CSCF and wherein the S-CSCG forwards the chat
session invitation from the CPM UE to the IP-SM-
GW based on initial Filter Criteria (iFC) stored in the
S-CSCF.

16. The IP-SM-GW of example 11, wherein if the
chat session invitation contains a privacy header with
"header" or "user" or "ID", the processor anonymizes
the identity of the sender in all messages sent from
the IP-SM-GW to the SMS enabled UE.

17. The IP-SM-GW of example 11, wherein the iden-
tifier is a Mobile Station International Subscriber Di-
rectory Number MSISDN of the CPM UE.

18. The IP-SM-GW of example 11, wherein the iden-
tifier is a Mobile Station International Subscriber Di-
rectory Number MSISDN assigned by the IP-SM-
GW.

19. The IP-SM-GW of example 18, wherein the
MSISDN is assigned from a database of reusable
MSISDNs.

20. The IP-SM-GW of example 11, wherein the SMS
enabled UE is a CPM UE which has its preferences
set to receive incoming chats as SMS.

21. A method for providing an interworking service
between a Converged IP Messaging (CPM) and a
Message Service, comprising the steps of:

a) receiving a chat session invitation, in a gate-
way, said chat session invitation originating from
a CPM User Equipment (UE) and being sent to-
ward an other UE;
b) assigning an identifier to the chat session, in
the gateway;
c) sending an invitation acknowledgement from
the gateway to the CPM UE;
d) within the chat session, receiving a message
containing data, in the gateway, from the CPM
UE, the message containing data being sent to
the other UE;
e) formatting the message containing data,
wherein the identifier assigned to the chat ses-
sion is inserted as a sender of the message con-
taining data to ensure that a response is sent
back to the gateway; and
f) forwarding the formatted message to the other
UE.

22. The method of example 21, wherein the other
UE is a Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) ena-
bled UE and wherein the message is an MMS mes-
sage.

23. A method for Service-level Interworking where a
Converged IP Messaging (CPM) User Equipment
(UE) sends a chat session invitation to a Short Mes-
sage Service (SMS) user, comprising the steps of:

a) the CPM UE registers to a Serving Call Ses-
sion Control Function (S-CSCF) according to an
IMS registration procedure;
b) the CPM UE sends a session invitation re-
quest for a chat session to the S-CSCF, using
an appropriate SIP method;
c) the S-CSCF forwards the session invitation
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to an Internet Protocol Short Message Gateway
(IP-SM-GW) based on stored initial Filter Crite-
ria (iFC);
d) the IP-SM-GW performs service authorization
based on stored subscriber data retrieved from
a Home Location Register (HLR) or a Home
Subscriber Server (HSS) at the time of the reg-
istration procedure and the IP-SM-GW checks
whether a originating subscriber of the CPM UE
is authorized to use the Service-level Interwork-
ing service;
e) if the originating subscriber of the CPM UE is
authorized to use the Service-level Interworking
service, the IP-SM-GW acknowledges the ses-
sion invitation;
f) a session invitation acknowledgement is for-
warded by the S-CSCF to the CPM UE;
g) a user of the CPM UE sends a message within
the chat session containing data to the SMS us-
er;
h) the IP-SM-GW transforms the message into
a short message and sends the short message
towards the SMS user.

Claims

1. A method for using an interworking service between
Converged IP Messaging, CPM, and Short Message
Service, SMS, provided by an Internet Protocol Short
Message Gateway, IP-SM-GW (30) the method
comprising:

- sending, by a CPM User Equipment, UE, (34)
a chat session invitation toward an SMS enabled
UE (20), and sending, by the CPM UE (34), a
message containing data, within the chat ses-
sion, towards the SMS UE (20), the chat session
invitation and the message containing data be-
ing sent through the IP-SM-GW (30); and
- receiving, by the CPM UE (34), an invitation
acknowledgement from the IP-SM-GW (30);

wherein, by sending the message containing data,
the CPM UE (34) initiates formatting of the message
containing data into an SMS message by the IP-SM-
GW (30) and wherein by sending the chat session
invitation, the CPM UE (34) initiates assignment of
a Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory
Number, MSISDN, to the chat session and insertion
of the MSISDN as a sender of the SMS message by
the IP-SM-GW (30) to ensure that an SMS response
is sent back to the CPM UE (34) through the IP-SM-
GW (30).

2. A method for using an interworking service between
Converged IP Messaging, CPM, and Short Message
Service, SMS, provided by an Internet Protocol Short

Message Gateway, IP-SM-GW, (30) the method
comprising:

- receiving, by an SMS enabled user equipment,
UE, (20) a chat session invitation originating
from a CPM UE (34), and receiving, by the SMS
enabled UE (20), a message containing data,
within the chat session, originating from the
CPM UE (34), the chat session invitation and
the message containing data being received
through the IP-SM-GW (30); and
- sending an invitation acknowledgement to the
CPM UE (34) by the IP-SM-GW (30);

wherein, by sending the message containing data,
the CPM UE (34) initiates formatting of the message
containing data into an SMS message by the IP-SM-
GW (30) and wherein by sending the chat session
invitation, the CPM UE (34) initiates assignment of
a Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory
Number, MSISDN, to the chat session and insertion
of the MSISDN as a sender of the SMS message by
the IP-SM-GW (30) to ensure that an SMS response
is sent back to the CPM UE (34) through the IP-SM-
GW (30).

3. The method of any of the preceding claims, further
comprising sending, by the SMS enabled UE (20),
the SMS response.

4. The method of any of the preceding claims, further
comprising receiving, by the CPM UE (34), the SMS
response.

5. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the method comprises:

- a) the IP-SM-GW (30) receiving from the CPM
UE (34) the chat session invitation;
- b) the IP-SM-GW (30) assigning the MSISDN
to the chat session;
- c) the IP-SM-GW (30) sending the invitation
acknowledgement to the CPM UE (34);
- d) within the chat session, the IP-SM-GW (30)
receiving from the CPM UE (34) the message
containing data;
- e) the IP-SM-GW (30) formatting the message
containing data into the SMS message, wherein
the MSISDN is inserted as a sender of the SMS
message to ensure that the SMS response is
sent back to the CPM UE (34) through the IP-
SM-GW (30); and
- f) the IP-SM-GW (30) forwarding the formatted
SMS message to the SMS enabled UE (20).

6. The method of claim 5, wherein, in step a), the IP-
SM-GW (30) receives the chat session invitation
from a Serving Call Session Control Function, S-
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CSCF, (32), and wherein the S-CSCF (32) forwards
the chat session invitation from the CPM UE (34) to
the IP-SM-GW (30) based on initial Filter Criteria,
iFC, stored in the S-CSCF (32).

7. The method of claim 5 or claim 6 further comprising,
after step b), the steps of:

b1) the IP-SM-GW (30) converting the chat ses-
sion invitation into a SMS invitation message;
b2) the IP-SM-GW (30) obtaining routing infor-
mation for the SMS enabled UE (20), from a
Home Location Register, HLR, (28) or a Home
Subscriber Server, HSS, (28);
b3) the IP-SM-GW (30) sending the SMS invi-
tation message to the SMS enabled UE (20);
and
b4) the IP-SM-GW (30) receiving a SMS re-
sponse from the SMS enabled UE (20) indicat-
ing a response to the chat session invitation;
wherein the method optionally comprises, after
step b), the step of the IP-SM-GW (30) perform-
ing service authorization by checking whether
the CPM UE (34) is authorized to use the inter-
working service.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising receiving,
by the SMS enabled UE (20), the SMS invitation
message.

9. The method of any of the preceding claims, further
comprising the steps of:

g) receiving the SMS response from the SMS
enabled UE (20), in the IP-SM-GW (30);
h) the IP-SM-GW (30) formatting the SMS re-
sponse into a response in a CPM format; and
i) the IP-SM-GW (30) forwarding the response
in the CPM format to the CPM UE (34).

10. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein
if the chat session invitation contains a privacy head-
er with "header" or "user" or "ID", the IP-SM-GW (30)
anonymizes the identity of the sender in all messag-
es sent from the IP-SM-GW (30) to the SMS enabled
UE (20).

11. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the assigned MSISDN is a MSISDN of the CPM UE
(34); or wherein the assigned MSISDN is assigned
from a database of reusable MSISDNs.

12. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the SMS enabled UE (20) is a CPM UE which has
its preferences set to receive incoming chats as
SMS.

13. An arrangement configured to perform the method

of claim 1 or the method of claim 1 in combination
with any of claims 3 to 12.

14. An arrangement configured to perform the method
of claim 2 or the method of claim 2 in combination
with any of claims 3 to 12.

15. A system comprising the arrangement of claim 13
and the arrangement of claim 14.
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